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End-user PDA based prompter



PDA guide – forking tasks option



MAPS early prototype error trapping and mitigation interface



MAPS Caregiver Design Rationale
Pushing Modality
Before: In the earliest versions of the caregiver, the user could choose a menu item which would then open a form that would then allow them 
to insert prompts between existing prompts, or replace the pictures and sounds in prompts.  These insert/replace forms forced the user to deal 
with inserting and replacing prompts in a most inconvenient manner.  The user was also forced to be aware of what mode they were in by 
checking a checkbox when they wanted to insert or replace prompts.

After: One of the biggest breakthroughs for the 
caregiver application was to hide this modality from the 
user, and to make operations such as inserting and 
replacing more intuitive.  This was accomplished by first 
getting rid of the forms and checkbox.  Then, to allow 
the user to insert prompts between existing prompts, 
insert bars were added between the prompt boxes so 
that when a user clicked on the bar, a blank prompt 
would be inserted there.
The edit vs. append mode issue was hidden from the 
user by determining in what cases the user would be in 
append mode vs. what cases the user would be in edit 
mode.

It was decided that the user was only in 
append mode when they were adding prompts 
to the end of the script.  Otherwise, if they 
clicked on an insert bar, or a prompt in the 
middle of the script, then they would be in edit 
mode, and could then replace or insert 
prompts.  The only way that the modes are still 
made visible to the user, is through the color of 
the highlighting box surrounding the selected 
prompt.  If the user is in append mode, the box 
will be blue, if they are in edit mode, the box is 
green.





MAPS/ LifeLine Conceptual Architecture
Overview: MAPS provides the user with cognitive disabilities a reliable, effective, prompting system to assist the user in 
accomplishing what she could not do alone. The MAPS script editor aids the caregiver in creating, storing and sharing scripts of tasks. 
The goal of the Lifeline project is to give caregivers the ability to monitor and provide personalized assistance to people with
disabilities who are using wireless personal task prompting systems. Below is a diagram showing the dynamic interactions of the 
parts of the combined system.

	
• MAPS-Lifeline is like an ecosystem than a system that only supports the creation of an artifact by a group or team.   The eco-system must 

support people, their environment, and changes in both, rather than just supporting an artifact. 
• This is accomplished using symmetry of ignorance: learning from each other complimenting knowledge that allows them to accomplish 

together what neither could do separately. 
• The user with a cognitive disability needs scripts of the day to day life tasks that she cannot accomplish without support.  The

caregivers can supply these using the MAPS script editor. 
• The caregivers, in turn, need to be informed of the user’s progress when using the scripts.  To ensure successful script 

accomplishment, the caregivers need to know where and how the user has diverted from the script path, and how to help get them 
back on track.  The Lifeline application provides this capability using data from the user’s MAPS prompter and external sensors 
attached to the device. 

• Prompting and error notification is provided thru a ‘learn on demand’ type pushed communication



EU4ALL
Dynamic adapted pedagogical material 

delivery

Fraunhofer Institute, FIT , 
Sankt Augustin, Germany

EU4ALL – EC project
2006-2008



This is the workflow for selecting/generating digital 
educational media, given a user model, a device 
/environment model, and a set of digital content 
models



Fidemaid
Financial guidance tool for Elders

Tecnalia, Neuroengineering Dept.
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Setup screen for caregiver intervention – for elder use



ASSISTANT
Public transportation tool for Elders

Tecnalia, Assistant Technology Dept.
P.I.

2.7 M € 9 Partner EC / AAL project
2012 - 2015



Early design variations: These 3 were presented to an elder focus group and 
provided support to final design

Set 1



Early design variations: These 3 were presented to an elder focus group and 
provided support to final design

Set 2



Set 3

Early design variations: These 3 were presented to an elder 
focus group and provided support to final design



Final Personal Navigation Device application



Final Personal Navigation Device application 2



Final web based route editor – route creator



Final Web Based route editor preferences page



ASSISTANT system overview

Note: I did the very high level design of this final design  – another partner implemented it 
(modified and improved)



A children's demonstration of how a 
Hard Drive works (1990)

• In undergraduate school I designed and fabricated a 2 byte capacity hard drive  
out of a Fischer-price turntable, fabricating the read head arm with led and a 
sensor encoding the data (2 characters) using a leather punch and polar graph 
paper. 

• The software was written in assembly language and run on an HP emulator
• Entering commands on the emulator started the motor, and when it was spun to 

speed, read the encoded data, displaying the two characters on the emulators 
monitor

• The project used trailing edge reading of the encoded punches, a result of 
experimentation and improvement (and leading to understanding of an important 
digital concept)

• This was done as a result of my then 5 year old daughter asking what a hard drive 
is and how it read and wrote data

• Unfortunately the design diagrams and documentation was lost in several moves, 
but it’s a good example of my skill at translating concepts and designing systems 
to fit the understanding of the enduser without loosing the essentials of the 
concept. 
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